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13/05/2014 Cordia unveils innovative fire-
safety equipment and training at Firex  

 
Cordia of France, a major player in the fire-safety sector, will be 
exhibiting for the first time at the Firex International trade show, 
which will take place in London (UK) from 17 to 19 June 2014. Cordia 
provides an extensive range of fire-safety solutions and technologies 
and will present two of its flagship product ranges – fire alarms and 
training material – at the trade fair.  
                                                                                                                                                                     

       
Cordia has been a key player in the industry for over 25 years, and the 
company’s innovations have contributed towards a radical modernisation of the 
fire-fighting equipment that is available in the market. As the inventor of the 
flame generator and of the first wireless fire alarm, Cordia is constantly looking 
to introduce new solutions aimed at improving fire-fighting equipment. 
 
Cordia’s presence at Firex International will provide the opportunity to introduce 
its two flagship product ranges, i.e. fire alarms and training material. These two 
product ranges are the result of extensive R&D projects conducted by Cordia. 
The company will be exhibiting on stand R200 at Firex International, which will 
take place from 17 to 19 June of this year at the EXCEL exhibition centre, in 



London.  
 
The advantage of Cordia’s range of fire alarms is that it provides a choice of 
products that can respond to any situation. Products in the range include sector 
alarms and autonomous battery-operated alarms, but Cordia’s leading product is 
the long-range wireless alarm.  
 
The impressive performance features of Cordia’s long-range wireless alarm 
include the unmatched power and security of the radio signal, as well as the 
ability to connect more than 100 alarms – including flash wireless compatibles – 
to one network. The alarm’s Vision 4 software allows the user to identify, on a 
computer, the activated call point in a wireless-alarm network. The product is 
easily attached to the wall and no specific configuration is necessary. 

 

The range of training material offered by Cordia represents a much more modern 
approach to training in relation to devices such as flame generators, smoke 
generators and stress generators.  
 
Cordia’s patented communications protocol, Smartway, links a touch-screen 
tablet to a range of training devices and makes it possible to activate the various 
training tools, while monitoring in real time the state of each device (on, off, 
successful extinguishing, etc.). Cordia’s Smartway device is a world’s first in that 
it provides the permanent solution of combining (and driving) several training 
devices from a single remote-control point, i.e. the touch-screen tablet already 
referred to.  
 
With the Log to Smartway application on a tablet device, users are able to 
configure training sessions in advance and save them to a calendar, access the 
driving commands of all training tools, validate the performance of trainees, and 
automatically generate reports of all sessions.  
 
Cordia will be presenting its entire range of Intelligent and Tactile products at 
the Firex International trade show, including Satellit flame generators, Opacit 
smoke generators, and Stressit stress generators.  
 
About Cordia  

 
Cordia has provided fire-safety 
equipment since 1987, when it was set 
up by Jean-Yves Maturel, the company’s 
founder and CEO. Cordia is 

headquartered in Mitry-Mory, to the North-East of Paris (France), close to Roissy 
Charles de Gaulle airport.  
 



With the launch of the English version of its comprehensive online catalogue, the 
company is seeking to expand internationally and, more particularly, in the 
British market.  
 
Cordia will be exhibiting on stand R200 at the Firex International trade show, 
which will take place at the EXCEL exhibition centre in London (UK) from 17 to 
19 June 2014. Firex International is the leading event in fire protection, 
prevention and detection, offering a comprehensive selection of the latest 
products and innovations as well as the opportunity to network with leading 
industry professionals. 
 
For further information about the company, please go to:  
www.myfiresafetyproducts.com 
 
For further information about the trade show, please go to: www.firex.co.uk 
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